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1. INTRODUCTION
Given a k-coalgebra C, two cohomology theories have been associated
w xto it by Doi 3 . One of them, denoted Hoch*, plays the role of Hochschild
homology of algebras, and the other one corresponds to Hochschild
cohomology.
Ž .Their resemblance to Hochschild co homology includes the fact that
they are invariant with respect to Morita]Takeuchi equivalence. We
w xproved this result in a previous paper 4 , where we also considered the
problem of invariance of Hoch* under Azumaya extensions, which we only
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solved in a partial way due to the lack of a good concept of localization for
coalgebras.
So, this paper is dedicated to the study of localization in the coalgebra
context.
Given a coalgebra C, after choosing the ``localizing set'' S and defining
C , it is clear that C is not a coalgebra. It becomes necessary then towS x w S x
work in the category of topological coalgebras, as it has been noticed by
Äw xTakeuchi 10 . The main difference is given by the fact that C m C
Ächanges, according to the topology chosen, for which C m C is completed.
All C-comodules will be topological k-vector spaces. However,
ŽTakeuchi's work concerns only linear topologies i.e., topologies where the
.basis of neighbourhoods of zero is given by a family of subspaces . This is
not a satisfactory frame if we consider k s C and locally convex C-vector
spaces where many other interesting topologies may be chosen.
In this work we study localization of topological coalgebras C with
Ž . Žrespect to multiplicatively closed subsets of Z C9 the center of the
.topological dual algebra . It includes both the linear and the locally convex
case, with special emphasis on the last one.
Our main interest was at first the behaviour of Hoch* with respect to
localization. Although C needs not be a coflat C-comodule, we establishw S x
that coflatness holds under certain conditions.
In this case, we prove that Hoch* commutes with localization.
We give examples of coalgebras and multiplicatively closed sets satisfy-
ing these conditions.
Ž w xIn Section 2, after giving some definitions recalled from 10 in the
.linear case , we list some examples that will appear afterwards.
Section 3 is devoted to the study of the category CM of complete
topological left C-comodules, for a topological coalgebra C. Concepts such
as injectivity, freeness, and resolutions appearing here are always relative
to k-split morphisms. We also define topological versions of cohomology
theories Hoch* and H*, proving some of their properties.
In the first part of Section 4, we study carefully the localization theory
Žfor topological algebras and prove that some local-global results for A
.commutative still hold in this context. We give there the definition of the
tensor product of two bimodules in the category of locally convex complete
Ž .Hausdorff A-modules A is a topological C-algebra , which is in fact, a
w x Žgeneralization 1 afterwards we establish a long exact sequence for
Ae < k .relative Tor# in this frame . The main step of Takeuchi's linear
localization theory for coalgebras is the fact that topological tensor prod-
ucts commute with projective limits. In the locally convex case, considering
complete Hausdorff comodules and the completion of the projective
topology on the tensor product, this fact still holds, allowing then the
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construction of localization which is carried out in Section 4, where its
universal property is studied.
Ž .However, the co flatness problem in this situation differs a lot from the
algebraic case; even flatness over the field k is not guaranteed and is only
Ž .verified under an additional hypothesis cf. Proposition 5.1 . So we devote
Section 5 to establishing conditions assuring coflatness of a localized
coalgebra C as a C-comodule.wS x
In Section 6, we prove under the hypothesis of the previous section our
motivating result, that is:
THEOREM 6.2. Let C be a Frechet nuclear coalgebra, S a multiplicati¤eÂ
Ž . Žsubset of Z C9 , and M a Frechet nuclear C -bicomodule hence a C-bico-Â wS x
.module . If C is C-coflat and Frechet, then there is a natural isomorphismÂwS x
f M#
Hoch* M , C “ Hoch* M , C .Ž .Ž . SS S wS x S
The last section consists of the study of localization of the examples of
Section 1. For all of them, localization is coflat and Frechet. The hypothe-Â
Žsis of C being Frechet is superfluous when S is numerable and also CÂwS x
.is Frechet itself , however, C can be a Frechet space without S beingÂ ÂwS x
numerable.
All vector spaces considered are k-symmetric and algebras are either
unital or H-unital.
We want to thank Enrico Boasso for our discussions.
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS
We will consider two types of topological vector spaces:
Ž . Ž .1 When k is an arbitrary field with the discrete topology , a
topology in a k-vector space M will mean a linear topology, i.e., a topology
given by a family of neighbourhoods of zero consisting of subspaces of M.
w xWe reproduce from 10 the basic definitions of linear topologies and
topological co-representations that will be used here.
 4If M is a topological k-vector space and V is a family ofa a g A
subspaces defining a base of neighbourhoods of zero, the completion of M
“Ã Ž  4. Ž  4.is defined as M s lim MrV . If M, V and N, W are two suchA a a b
spaces, we give M m N the topology defined by the family of subspacesk
Ä Ã 4V m N q M m W . In this context, M m N will mean M m N, i.e.,a b a , b kk k
the completion of the tensor product with respect to the above topology.
Ž .2 When k s C we will work only with locally convex vector spaces.
Ä ÄThen M m N may have different meanings, in general M m N will mean
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ÃM m N, i.e., the completion of the algebraic tensor product with respectp
Ž w x.to the projective topology see 13 . This will also be the case when k is
another field which is provided with a topology inherent to its structure.
Ä Ä ÃŽ . ŽNotice that in both cases M m k ( k m M ( M. For that reason and for
.some others that will appear later we will restrict our attention to the
category of complete topological vector spaces.
The basic definitions of topological coalgebras and co-representations
w xcan be found in 10 for linear topologies. In Section 3 we shall give
definitions that apply to locally convex spaces.
Let C be the category of complete topological vector spaces over k. It is
Ãa monoidal category with ms m . As we shall see in the next section,k
different tensor products satisfying certain conditions may be defined in
w xthe category of topological vector spaces 6, 13 providing it with a
structure of a monoidal category. Here we must suppose we have chosen
one of them. A complete topological coalgebra C is simply a coalgebra in
Ž .the monoidal category C , m .
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLES. 1 Let G be a finite dimensional Lie group. Then
‘Ž .C G is a nuclear Frechet space which has the structure of a topologicalÂ
‘ ‘ ‘ Ã ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .coalgebra with coproduct C G “ C G = G s C G m C G in-p
duced by multiplication G = G “ G, and counit induced by the inclusion
 41 “ G. If X is a smooth manifold provided with a differentiable actionG
‘Ž . ‘Ž .of G, then C X is a C G -topological comodule by means of the map
‘ ‘ ‘ Ã ‘Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C X “ C G = X s C G m C X induced by the action G =p
X “ X. The same holds for a Hausdorff locally compact group G and a
Hausdorff locally compact topological space X with continuous action
Ž .G = X “ X. Here the coalgebra is the set of continuous functions C G
Ž .and the comodule is C X .
Ž .2 Let A be a discrete k-algebra. Then its dual A* is not a
Ž .coalgebra unless A is finite dimensional , however, it is a topological
Ã Ž . Žcolgebra as A* m A* s A m A * the topology in A* is induced by
A .A* ; k which has the product topology . Also, a discrete A-module M
Ž w x.gives rise to a topological A*-comodule M* see 10, Theorem 1.19 .
Ž .3 The continuous dual of a topological k-algebra is a topological
coalgebra, and duals of continuous representations of the algebra are
Ž .comodules. Examples of this kind are regular compact-supported mea-
sures over a locally compact Hausdorff space X, or distributions over a
smooth manifold.
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3. THE CATEGORY CM
We now look more carefully at the category CM of complete topological
left C-comodules. Objects M gCM are complete topological k-vector spaces
Äprovided with a coassociative continuous structural map r : M “ C m M,M
Äwhere m means the completion with respect to a fixed arbitrary topology
on the tensor product, for which C is a coalgebra, satisfying the following.
If V, V , V , W are topological k-vector spaces, then:1 2
ÄŽ . Ž .1 The subspace spanned by Im V = W “ V m W is dense in
ÄV m W.
Ž .2 For each continuous linear map f : V “ V , there are continu-1 2
Ä Ä Ä Äous linear maps f = 1: V m W “ V m W and 1 m f : W m V “ W m V1 2 1 2
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .such that f m 1 ¤ m w s f ¤ m w and 1 m f w m ¤ s w m f ¤ for
all ¤ g V , w g W.1
Ä Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .3 V m W m V ( V m W m V ¤ m w m ¤ 9 ‹ ¤ m w m ¤ 91 1
is a topological isomorphism.
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .4 The twisting V m W ( W m V ¤ m w ‹ w m ¤ is a topological
isomorphism.
Ž .One also asks structural comodule maps to satisfy e m id ( r s idM M M
where e is the counit of the topological coalgebra and we identify
Ä Ãk m M s M s M.
For locally convex Hausdorff spaces over C, the most usual topologies
on the tensor product are the projective one, the injective one, or an
intermediate one. If C is a C-topological coalgebra which is nuclear, then
they all agree.
The morphisms in CM are continuous C-colinear morphisms. A C-sub-
Žcomodule N of M will be a closed linear subspace of M endowed with the
Ä. Ž .induced topology such that r N : C m N.M
For quotients, take a C-subcomodule N of M and consider the k-vector
ÃŽ .space MrN and the composition of canonical projection and inclusion
Ã ÄŽ . Ž .j(p : M “ MrN . By property 2 of m, we have a continuous map
ÄŽ .1 m p r : M “ C m MrN that annihilates the subcomodule N. Then itM
induces a structure map on the quotient which can be extended to its
completion, as indicated in the diagram
p ÃŽ .M “ MrN ¤ MrN
r x x r x rÃM M r N M r N
1mpÄ Ä Ä ÃŽ .C m M “ C m MrN s C m MrN
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Let M s M [ M be a direct sum of two closed C-subcomodules. It is1 2
Ä Äclear that if N is a topological k-vector space then M m N s M m N [1
Ä CM m N in M.2
If X, Y, Z gCM , we will call
0 “ X “f Y “g Z “ 0
a short exact sequence of topological comodules if f is continuous colinear
Ž . Ž .and injective, g is continuous colinear and surjective, Im f s Ker g , and
Ž . Žthe topology on X resp. Z coincides with the initial topology resp. final
. Ž .topology given by f resp. g .
A k-split short exact sequence will be a short exact sequence which splits
Ž .continuously as k-vector spaces .
w xWe adapt from 3 the following definition of free comodules,
DEFINITION 3.1. A left C-comodule M is called free if there is a
Äk-space V such that M ( C m V as left C-comodules by a continuous
isomorphism.
Ä Ä ÃRemark. As C m V s C m V, then the space V of the definition above
can always be assumed to be complete.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let N be a left C-comodule and V a k-space. Then
Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽCom N, C m V is algebraically isomorphic to Hom N, V whereC k
Ž .Com y, y denotes the morphisms in the topological comodule categoryC
Ž . .and Hom y, y are the morphisms as topological k-spaces . The isomor-k
phism is gi¤en by
Ä Ãf : Com N , C m V “ Hom N , VŽ . Ž .C k
f ‹ e m id fŽ .
with in¤erse
Ã Äc : Hom N , V “ Com N , C m VŽ . Ž .k C
g ‹ id m g r .Ž . N
w xThe proof follows the arguments of 3, Proposition 3 , as the existence of
ÄŽ . Ž .the continuous map id m g is guaranteed by property 2 of m.
DEFINITION 3.3. A C-comodule M is relati¤ely injecti¤e if and only if
whenever f : X “ X is a morphism of topological C-comodules such that1 2
f
Ž .0 “ X “ X “ Coker f “ 0 is k-split, then, given a morphism h: X1 2 1
Ä“ M in the category, there exists h: X “ M extending h, i.e., such that2
Äh( f s h.
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EXAMPLE. Every free C-comodule is relatively injective, because given
Äa free comodule C m V, if we have a diagram
f
Ž .0 “ X “ X “ Coker f “ 01 2
x h
ÄC m V
in the category CM , such that f is k-split with splitting g : X “ X , we2 1
Ä Ä Äwant to find h: X “ C m V C-colinear such that h( f s h. But2
Ä Ã ÄŽ . Ž . ŽŽ . .Com X , C m V ( Hom X , V . Taking then h [ c e m id ( h( g ,C 2 k 2 V
Äit is clear that h( f s h.
COROLLARY 3.4. E¤ery complete topological comodule M can be embed-
C Ž .ded in an injecti¤e comodule, and so the category M has enough relati¤e
injecti¤es.
Proof. As in the algebraic case, the embedding can be chosen as the
Ästructure morphism r : M “ C m M. This is an embedding because it isM
Ä Ä ÃŽ . Žk-split, with splitting e m id : C m M “ k m M ( M s M notice that the
.completeness of M is essential .
Remark. Not every topological injective C-comodule is free, however, it
is injective if and only if it is a direct summand of a free comodule. When
we consider the projective topology on the tensor product, the definition of
w xinjective comodule coincides with 5, Definition 1.1.2 . One of Getzler's
examples is the following: let G be a Lie group, and consider the
Ž . Ž .differential graded coalgebra A* G of differential forms on G and let
Ž .M be a manifold provided of a smooth left action. Then the space A* M
Ž . Žof differential forms on M is a left topological A* G - differential
.graded comodule, and it is injective if the action of G on M is locally
trivial.
Ž .From now on, injective comodule will mean k-split relative injective. In
the algebraic context , given C-comodules M and N, C9 is a k-algebra and
Ž . Ž .Com M, N s Hom M, N , where M and N are considered as rightC C 9
C9-modules by means of the evaluation map. But this fact is no longer true
for topological C-comodules, as, depending on the topology of C9, the
evaluation map may not be continuous. Nevertheless, the evaluation map
is always separately continuous, so every C-comodule M is a C9-module
Žwith respect to an appropriate tensor product for example, the injective
.tensor product for locally convex spaces . If the coalgebra C is a nuclear
Ž .and Frechet space, it is reflexive and the correspondence betweenÂ
C-comodules and C9-modules is 1-1.
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Considering linear topologies, the one needed in C9 in order to have an
w xisomorphism is the V-topology of 10 . In this case, if V is an arbitrary
Ã ÃŽ . Ž .topological vector space, Hom C9 m V, V ( Hom V, V m C ,cont V cont
Ž .where Hom X, Y denotes the continuous k-linear maps from X to Y.cont
DEFINITION 3.5. Let M be a topological right C-comodule and N a
topological left C-comodule. Consider the continuous map
rqmIyImryM N 6Ä Ä Ä0 “ Ker “ M m N M m C m N.
The kernel is a closed subspace of a complete space, hence complete. It is
called the topological cotensor product of M and N, and is denoted by
M I N.C
Remark. The notation M I N does not reflect the topology; a betterC
Änotation would be M I N because it refers to the tensor productC
Ätopology m. However, we shall use the first one, as the topology will be
clear from the context.
PROPOSITION 3.6. The cotensor product yI y is a bifunctor satis-C
fying:
Ž . Ž .1 Functoriality Let f : M “ M9 be a morphism of topological right
C-comodules and g : N “ N9 be a morphism of topological left C-comodules.
Ž .Then they induce in a functorial way a morphism f I g : M I N “C
M9I N9.C
Ž . Ž .2 Associati¤ity Let C and D be two topological coalgebras, M a
right C-comodule, T a left D-comodule, and N a left C-comodule and right
D-comodule such that both structure morphisms commute. Then
Ž . Ž .M I N I T s M I N I T .C D C D
Ž . Ž .3 Left-exactness Let 0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0 be a k-split exact se-
quence of left C-comodules and M a right C-comodule. Then
0 “ M I X “ M I Y “ M I ZC C C
is an exact sequence of topological k-spaces.
Ž .4 For e¤ery right C-comodule M, M I C is canonically isomorphicC
to M.
Ž . Ž5 If D “ C is a morphism of topological coalgebras so D is a left
. e eand right C-comodule , then D I C ( DI CI D ( DI D.C C C C
Proof. These are well-known facts in the algebraic context; the only
thing to do is to verify that these constructions behave well with respect to
Ž . Ž .topologies. The only properties that may be worth a proof are 1 , 3 ,
Ž .and 4 .
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Ä ÄŽ . Ž .1 Property 3 of m assures that we have morphisms f m g : M m N
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä“ M9 m N9 and f m id m g : M m C m N “ M9 m C m N9. The colin-C
earity of f and g imply that we have a commutative diagram
rq mIyImryM 9 N 96 6 6Ä Ä Ä0 M9I N9 M9 m N9 M9 m C m N9C 6 6
fmid mgfmg C
q yr mIyImrM N6 6 6Ä Ä Ä0 M I N M m N M m C m NC
ÄŽ .By composition we have a continuous map M I N “ M9 m N9. As theC
square is commutative, it follows that the image of this map is contained in
M9I N9, then it induces a map M I N “ M9I N9 which is continu-C C C
Äous because M9I N9 has the induced topology of M9 m N9.C
Ž .3 Given a C-comodule M and a k-split exact sequence 0 “ X “
Ä Ä Ä ÄY “ Z “ 0 then 0 “ M m X “ M m Y “ M m Z “ 0 and 0 “ M m C
Ä Ä Ä Ä Äm X “ M m C m Y “ M m C m Z “ 0 also split, and hence the are ex-
Žact. The rest of the proof is similar to the algebraic case use the definition
.of I and chasing .C
Ž .4 The sequence
r r mIyImDM M 6Ä Ä Ä0 “ M “ M m C M m C m C
Ž .is exact and k-split with splitting id m e . Then M is the kernel of the
right map. Remark that completeness of M is essential, and M has the
Äinduced topology because the map r : M “ M m C splits.M
The relation between coflatness and injectivity is not the same as in the
algebraic case, where both notions are coincident. This situation is due to
Ž .the lack of a finiteness theorem stating that every topological comodule
Ž .is the union of its finite dimensional subcomodules. However, relative
Ž .injective left C-comodules are relative C-coflat comodules.
DEFINITION 3.7. A topological C-bicomodule M is a left and right
q Ä y ÄC-comodule, with structure maps r : M “ M m C and r : M “ C m M,
Ž y . q Ž q. ysuch that r m id r s id m r r .C C
Ž Ž .The same reasons of the algebraic context property 3 and essentially
ÄŽ . .property 4 of m assure that the category of topological C-bicomodules
Ä o pŽ .is isomorphic to the category of for example, left C m C -comodules.
Ä o p eThe coalgebra C m C will be denoted by C .
w xWe recall from 3 that given a coalgebra C and a bicomodule M, there
Ž . Ž .are two cohomology theories Hoch* M, C and H* M, C , which play the
role of Hochschild homology and cohomology, respectively, and have
consequently a description in terms of relative cohomological functors.
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These thories measure the failure of a bicomodule being relative injective
Ž . Ž .H* or relative coflat Hoch* , in the algbebraic case these two notion
Ž .coflatness and injectivity agree, so the topological context justifies in a
deeper way the existence of two different cohomology theories for co-
algebras.
We are now able to define these theories in the context of topological
coalgebras.
Let M be a C-bicomodule. As the category has enough relative injec-
tives, we take a relative injective resolution of C as C-bicomodule
0 “ C “ X “ X “ ??? .0 1
Then
DEFINITION 3.8.
Hochn M , C [ H n M I e X# s Cotor ne M , CŽ . Ž . Ž .C C < k
H n M , C [ H n Com e M , X# s Ext n e M , C .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .C C < k
More precisely, we can always take the standard resolution of C as
Äe mnq2 e nÄÄ w xC -comodule, i.e., X s C ( C m C with the same maps of 3 ,n
which are continuous. Each X is relative injective because it is free. Thisn
Žresolution is k-split by means of continuous maps s : X “ X , s cn n ny1 n 0
e Ä. Ž . Žm ??? m c s e c c m ??? m c in degree zero, s : C “ k m C (nq1 0 1 nq1 0
Ã .C s C because C is complete .
We finish this section with a basic property of topological Hoch*:
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let M and P be C-bicomodules. Then
Ž . 0Ž . e1 Hoch M, C s M I C.C
Ž . e Ž . nŽ .2 If P is C - relati¤ely coflat, Hoch P, C s 0 if n ) 0.
Ž . C 1 Ž . C3 If Q g M , Cotor Q, N s 0 ;N g M if and only Q is relati¤eC
C-coflat.
The proof of this proposition is similar to the algebraic case.
4. THE LOCALIZATION FUNCTOR
w xThe procedure of localization of topological coalgebras in 10 begins by
al g Žconsidering that the localization A of an algebra A where the super-S
.script alg denotes localization in the usual sense with respect to a
Ž . Ž Žq. .rmultiplicative subset S : Z A is the direct limit of the system A “
Ž p.. ŽA here we look at the elements of S as endomorphismsp, q g S, psq.r
.of A .
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We begin this section by analyzing localization of topological algebras
and modules. As we shall see, this procedure is a combination of the
algebraic one and topological considerations.
Given a topological C-algebra A, a multiplicatively closed subset S :
Ž . al gZ A , and M a topological A-module, the localized algebra A and theS
localized Aal g-module M al g may be topologized in two different ways,S S
which in fact are coincident. The first one is the inductive limit topology as
Aal g s lim AŽ p. and M al g s lim M Ž p.; the second is the final topol-“ “S S
pgS pgS
al g Ž al g .ogy given by the canonical map A “ A resp. M “ M . Nevertheless,S S
even if M and A are complete and Hausdorff, Aal g or M al g need not be.S S
As a consequence, the above will not be the definition of localization for
topological algebras and modules.
ŽLet A be a locally convex Hausdorff complete C-algebra, M an locally
. Ž .convex Hausdorff complete A-module, and S : Z A . Then
A [ lim AŽ p. .S “
rgS
The difference between this definition and the algebraic one is that we are
taking limits in the above category. The way to recover this localization
from the algebraic one is simply
nal gA s A r0 ,Ž .S S
al g Ž .where the topology on A is for example the final topology of theS
canonical map A “ Aal g. In an analogous way, M [ lim M Ž p. s“S S
pgS
al g nŽ .M r0 .S
EXAMPLE. Let X be a smoothy manifold, U : X an open subset,
‘Ž .  Ž . 4A s C X , and S s f g Arf x / 0 ; x g U . S is a multiplicativelyU U
closed subset of A. In this case, the topological and algebraic localization
al g ‘Ž . w xcoincide, moreover A s A s C U 8 . Given a closed submanifoldS SU U
‘Ž . ‘Ž . ‘Ž .Y ; X, C Y is an A-module, and C Y s C Y l U .SU
We adopt the following definition of tensor product over a topological
algebra:
DEFINITION 4.1. Let M be a topological right A-module and N a
ÄŽ .topological left A-module with respect to a fixed m . Then
Ä Ã² :M m N [ M m Nr m.a m n y m m a.n ,Ž .m , a , nA
Äi.e., the completion of the quotient of M m N by the closure of the
Žsubspace spanned by the elements of type m.a m n y m m a.n where
Ä ² : .M m Nr ma m n y m m an is endowed with the quotient topology .
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Ž .We remark that this tensor product is the categorical cokernel of the
Ä Ä Ämap r m Id y Id m r : M m A m N “ M m N in the category ofM N M N
Hausdorff complete locally convex vector spaces. A particular case of this
definition is for example the Haagerup tensor product of operator spaces
Ž w x.over a C*-algebra see for instance 1 .
An alternative definition of topological tensor product could be done as
Mm N al gÃ² :M m N [ M m Nr m.a m n y m m a.n s M m N r0 ,.ž / ž /A A
namely, we first perform the algebraic tensor product, next we ``make it
Hausdorff,'' and finally we complete it. These definitions turn out to be
Ž al gequivalent, as both spaces are canonically homeomorphic M m N hasA
.the quotient topology from M m N .
This alternative definition of topological tensor product may be useful in
order to study properties of topological localization.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let A and S be as abo¤e, M a right A-module. Then
M ( M m A .S SA
al al g nÃŽ . . Ž .Proof. M m A s M m A r0 ( M r0 s M .S S S SA A
The second version of the definition of topological tensor product also
suggests that we can analyze flatness of topological localization in three
Ž .steps. The first one i.e., algebraic tensor product is purely algebraic and
then preserves exactness; we can then isolate the topological pathologies
looking at the other two steps. So, let
i p
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0
be a short exact sequence of topological vector spaces. Then
i p
0 “ Xr0 “ Yr0 “ Zr0 “ 0X Y Z
is a sequence of Hausdorff spaces, and
Äi pÄÃ Ã Ã0 “ Xr0 “ Yr0 “ Zr0 “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .X Y Z
is a sequence of complete Hausdorff spaces.
v Hausdoriffication. It preserves set-injections and surjections, quo-
Ž .tient topologies, and Im i s Ke p .Ž .
v Ž .Completion. It preserves categorical epimorphisms, and if Xr 0X
Ž .has the topology induced by Yr 0 , it preserves monomorphisms. AlsoY
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Ž . Ž .when Xr 0 has the topology induced by Yr 0 we can easily verifyX Y
ÄŽ . Ž .that Ker p s Ker p s Im i s Im i .Ž . Ž .Ä
al gŽ .As a consequence, localization woul be flat if X m A r 0 has theS XA
al gŽ .topology induced by Y m A r 0 , in fact, as we will see later, it isS YA
enough to look if X mal g A has the topology induced by Y mal g A .S SA A
Although there is no reason to suppose that this condition always holds
and so A need not be A-flat, we do not have any counterexample.S
It is interesting to notice that as the topological tensor product is
associative, then given a right A-module N and an A y B-bimoduleA
M , whenever N is A-flat and M is B-flat, then N m M is also B-flat.A B A
As a particular case, given a continuous k-algebra morphism f : A “ B,
taking M s B, the extension of a flat right A-module is B-flat.A B f
One important thing concerning topological tensor products is the fact
that given M and N Hausdorff A-modules, the topology in the alge-A A
braic tensor product which is used for M m N, is seldom Hausdorff.A
n Ž .However, if, for example, N s A and M complete then M m N s MA
mal g N s M n which is obviously Hausdorff. The next proposition showsA
that another situation in which one can assure that M mal g N is Haus-A
dorff is when N s A .S
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let M be a topological Hausdorff A-module. Then MS
Ž .is Hausdorff for any multiplicati¤ely closed subset S ; Z A .
Proof. As we want to show that 0 s 0, we take an element xrs / 0 in
al g Ž al g . Ž .M and we will find a functional f g M 9 such that f xrs / 0.S S
Ž .By definition xrs / 0 implies t. x / 0 in M for all t g S, in particular
s. x / 0. As M is Hausdorff there exists a functional f g M9 such that
Ž .f s. x / 0. As
M al g 9 s M 9 s lim M 9 s lim M9Ž .Ž .S S ž /“ ⁄s s
Ž .the last equality is in general just as vector spaces in order to find a
Ž al g .  4functional in M 9, it is enough to find a family f of linearS t t g S
Ž . Ž .functionals in M9 satisfying the compatibility conditions f q.m s f mt t.q
Ž .t, q g S, m g M .
Ž . Ž .Let us take then the family defind by f m [ f t.m . Thent
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .f xrs s f x s f s. x / 0.t t g S s
Ž .There are several properties concerning algebraic A-modules for A
commutative which can be studied locally. One of them states that, given
an A-module M, M s 0 if and only if M s 0 for all maximal idealsM
M ; A. A similar property in the topological context should say that a
Ž .topological Hausdorff A-module M s 0 if and only if M s 0 for allM
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maximal closed ideals M ; A. Even if we are not able to prove this
statement, we can show that
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let M be a Hausdorff topological A-module, then
M s 0 if and only if M s 0 for all maximal ideals M ; A.M
Proof. M s 0 m M al g s 0 ; M ; A maximal ideal. M being Haus-M M
dorff, also
al g al gM s M s 0 m M s 0.M M M
Then this proposition is a direct consequence of the algebraic result.
Remark. There are some algebras where every maximal ideal is closed,
Ž w x.such as Banach algeras or more generally Q-algebras see for instance 9 ,
Žbut in general this is not true even in the locally convex Frechet case takeÂ
‘Ž .A s C R and a maximal ideal containing the ideal of compactly sup-
.ported smooth functions .
COROLLARY 4.5. With the same notations as in the abo¤e proposition,
Ž .gi¤en f : M “ N a morphism of topological A-modules, then
v f is injecti¤e if and only if f : M “ N is injecti¤e for all maximalM M M
ideal M ; A.
v f has dense image if and only if f : M “ N does, for all maximalM M M
ideals M ; A.
Ž .Proof. f is injective if and only if Ker f s 0, which, by the proposition,
Ž .is equivalent to Ker f s 0 for all maximal ideals M ; A.M
Ž . Ž .Given M , there is a morphism Ker f “ Ker f whose image isM M
Ž .dense, and the restriction of this morphism to the dense subspace
Ž .al g Ž . Ž .Ker f is injective. Then Ker f s 0 m Ker f s 0.M M M
For the second part of the corollary, as ym A preserves categoricalMA
epimorphisms, f has dense image whenever f is a categorical epimor-M
phism.
For the converse, the argument is similar to the above: there is a
Ž . Žmorphism N r Im f “ Nr Im f with dense image containing theŽ . Ž .M M M
w x .elements of type x rt, x g N, and t g A y M . Then Im f s N forŽ .M M
Ž .all maximal ideals M implies Nr Im f s 0 ; M and so Nr Im f s 0,Ž . Ž .M
i.e., Im f s N.Ž .
Now, we return to localization of coalgebras.
If C is a coalgebra, and S is a multiplicative subset of the center of the
Ždual algebra, then each element of S defines an endomorphism of C that
. w xwe want to make invertible . So, Takeuchi 10 defines the localization CwS x
Ž Ž p. .t Žq..of C as the inverse limit of the system C “ C . p, q g S, psq.r4
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Although he considers only cocommutative coalgebras, the same construc-
Ž . Žtion may be done if S : Z C9 notice that the only hypothesis used in the
w xproof that C is a topological coalgebra 10, Lemma 2.5 is that thewS x
Ž . Ž . Ž ..elements f g S satisfy f m 1 (D s 1 m f (D, i.e., f g Z C9 .
However, for arbitrary C, this limit is not a coalgebra, as inverse limits
do not commute with m . It is necessary then to consider completek
topological coalgebras and completed tensor products. So, even if the
Ž .topological localization theory for coalgebras appears as a dualization of
the corresponding theory for algebras, it is actually more natural, noticing
that the topological considerations are essential for the construction of the
Ž .object C . We do not have as in the algebra context different steps, firstwS x
the algebraic one and then the topological one.
The topologies considered by Takeuchi are linear topologies. He proved
Äw x10, Theorem 2.3 that in this context lim and m commute and so C⁄ wS xk
is a coalgebra.
wWhen considering locally convex topological coalgebras, we recall 13,
xPart III that if the topological spaces are Hausdorff, and the topology in
Ž .the tensor product space is the projective topology denoted by m , then:p
v The direct product commutes with completion.
Ãv m commutes with Kernels.p
Ãv m commutes with direct products.p
ÃSo, m commutes with projective limits, and C will also have in thiswS xp Ãcontext a topological coalgebra structure, given by D : C “ C m C ,S wS x wS x wS xp
where D is the unique continuous map such that the following diagramS
commutes
D p, qŽ p q. Ž p. Žq.Ã6C C m Cp6 6
proj projpq Ž p, q .
DS Ã6C C m CwS x w S x wS xp
C Ž .Now consider M g M. Clearly, if S is a multiplicative subset of Z C9 ,
then each element s of S acts on M by an endomorphism:
r smidM M6 6Ã ÃM C m M k m M s M .
We define now the localization of M with respect to S:
DEFINITION 4.6. Let M be a C-comodule. We define M as theS
 Žq. Ž p. 4projective limit of the system r : M “ M : p, q g S, and q s p.r ,
where M Ž p. s M ;p g S and r : M “ M is the multiplication by r given
by the C9-module structure of M.
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We have a canonical map p : M “ M given by . p : M Ž p. “ M Ž1. s MM S
Ž .. p s multiplication by p g S .
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.7. The pair M , p : M “ M has the following uni¤er-S M S
Ž .sal property: . p : M “ M multiplication by p g S is an ismorphism for allS S
p g S, and for e¤ery C-comodule N such that . p: N “ N is an isomorphism
for all p g S, e¤ery morphism f : N “ M, induced a C-comodule morphism
Ä Äf : N “ M such that f s p ( f.S M
Proof. Let s g S and consider the morphisms j : M Ž p. s. “ M Ž p. givenp
by j s id , where p is any element of S. Composing these maps withp M
proj : M “ M Ž p. s. we have a system of morphisms defining a map j :p. s S
M “ M which can be easily checked to be the inverse of multiplicationS S
by s in M .S
For the second part of the property let N be a left C-comodule such
that for every p g S, . p : N “ N is invertible and let f : N “ M be a
 4C-comodule morphism. Then consider the family of morphisms fp pg S
defined by the composition
y1 fŽ .. p Ž p.6N N “ M s M .
Ä Ž p.Ž .It is clear that if p s q.r, then f s .r f , so, we have f : N “ lim Mq p ⁄
Äsuch that proj ( f s f.1
ŽRemark. If M is a C-comodule such that . p : M “ M multiplication
.by p is an isomorphism for all p g S, then M s M. To see this, we mayS
check that p s id : M s M obviously verifies the universal property.M M S
ÄLEMMA 4.8. Let C be topological coalgebra with respect to a fixed m, M
Ä Ža right C-comodule such that m commutes with projecti¤e limits for
ÃÄ .example, ms m for locally con¤ex spaces . Then M is naturally isomor-Sp
phic to M I C as C -comodules.C wS x wS x
ÄProof. As m commutes with projective limits we have the commutative
diagram
6Ä Ä ÄM I C ¤ M m C M m C m CC w S x w S x wS x
5 5
plim t
⁄Ž p. Ž p.6Ä Ä ÄKer ¤ lim M m C lim M m C m C ,
⁄ ⁄
where t P s r m Id Ž p. y Id m D.M C M
As projective limits also commute with kernels, then Ker s lim ⁄
Ž p. Ž p.Ker t . This last one equals lim M I C . It follows from the commu-⁄ C
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tative diagram
.rŽ p. Žq.6M M
.rŽ p. Žq.6M I C M I CC C
Ž p. Ž p.that lim M I C s lim M s M .⁄ C ⁄ S
As a direct corollary of the above two lemmas we have that if M is a
ŽC-comodule where multiplication by elements of S are isomorphisms for
.example, M s C , then M I C ( M s M.wS x C wS x wS x
Ž .When Z C9 9 and C0 are topological coalgebras we have canonical
Ž .coalgebra morphisms C “ C0 “ Z C9 9. This will be, for example, the
Ž .case in Section 5 where C is a nuclear Frechet space. Let S ; Z C9 :Â
Ž Ž . . Ž .Z C9 9 9. If M is a C-comodule then it is also a Z C9 9-comodule;
therefore it makes sense to localize it either as a C-comodule or as a
Ž .Z C9 9-comodule. The next lemma shows that both notions agree.
LEMMA 4.9. Let M, C, and S be as in the abo¤e paragraph. Then
Ž .XM I Z C9 is a right C-comodule andZŽC 9.9 wS x
M I Z C9 9 ( M I CŽ .ZŽC 9.9 wS x C wS x
as C-comodules.
Ž . Ž .XProof. We shall denote Z [ Z C9 9 and Z [ Z C9 . As M I ZS wS x Z S
is the localization with respect to the set S in the full subcategory of right
Z-comodules, M I Z s lim M Ž p. which is naturally a right C-co-⁄Z S
pgS
module, and also computes the localizatin of M with respect to S in the
Žcategory of right C-comodules, i.e., computes M I C note that limitsC wS x
.in both categories preserve the underlying objects .
It would be desirable to have results that allow us to study some
properties locally in the cocommutative case. In order to obtain them, we
Ž .are going to consider from now on nuclear Frechet or DF coalgebrasÂ
Ž .hence reflexive . These kinds of coalgebras will be the objects of the next
sections.
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let C be a cocommutati¤e coalgebra, and let M be a
Hausdorff topological C-comodule. Then M s 0 if and only if M s 0 forw M x
all maximal ideals M ; C9.
Proof. Given M, it is clear that M s 0 « M s 0 for all maximalw M x
ideals M ; C9. Also, M s 0 m M9 s 0. M9 begin a C9-module, M9 s 0
m M X s 0 ; M.M
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Notice that the hypothesis of C being nuclear is necesary in order to
Ã Žprovide M9 of a C9-module structure by means of the map C9 m M9 ( M
Ã rXM.m C 9 “ M9.
ŽBut the natural inclusion M “ M0 and hence lim M “⁄
Ž .C 9yM
.lim M0 gives a bilinear map⁄
Ž .C 9yM
M X = M “ CM w M x
f
 4, x ‹ f xŽ .t stfMž /s
defining a separating duality. Then M X s 0 m M s 0 and this com-M w M x
pletes the proof.
In general, for an A-module M and a maximal ideal M , the canonical
map M “ M is neither injective nor surjective. Nevertheless, PropositionM
4.4 states that the induced map
M “ MŁ M
M max
is injective. The above proposition states that
M “ M[ w M x
M max
has dense image, as we can also deduce from the duality given by
M m M X “ CŽ .[ Ł Mw M x
M M
fu 4x ‹ f x .Ž .Ž .tfM , ugMÝ Ýt u už /½ 5suM ugM
As a corollary one gets a statement analogous to the one which holds in
the case of modules, concerning morphism of comodules:
COROLLARY 4.11. With the same notations as in the abo¤e proposition,
Ž .gi¤en f : M “ N a morphism of topological C-comodules, then f is injecti¤e
if and only if f : M “ N is injecti¤e for all maximal ideals M ; C9.w M x w M x w M x
Proof. The proof of this assertion is easier than in the algebra context
Ž . Ž Ž ..because Ker f is exactly Ker f , and then it follows straightfor-w M x w M x
ward from the above proposition.
One natural question is the fact that `` f : M “ N is a categorical
Ž .epimorphism dense image '' is equivalent to `` f is a categorical epimor-w M x
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phism for all maximal ideals M.'' As far as we know, if both M and N are
reflexive, then f with dense image implies f with dense image for allw M x
M. If in addition M and N are also reflexive, then, dualizing thew M x w M x
result for modules, the equivalence holds.
There are some other results concerning localization of commutative
rings which generalize to the context of topological algebras and coalge-
bras. These facts will not be treated here but in a subsequent paper.
Ž .5. LOCALIZATION OF TOPOLOGICAL CO MODULES
Ž .AND CO FLATNESS
We are interested in the behaviour of Hoch* with respect to localiza-
tion.
First we state:
LEMMA 5.1. Let C be a coalgebra and M a C-bicomodule. For e¤ery
ÄmnÄn g N consider M m C with the C-bicomodule structure induced by M.0
Then the Hochschild coboundary
Ä Ämn mnq1Ä Äb: M m C “ M m C
Ž .is a morphism of Z C -bicomodules.
Ž . Ž .As a corollary, the cohomology groups Hoch* M, C are Z C -bicomod-
Ž .ules so it makes sense to localize them with respect to S : Z C9 , where
two-sided localization of a C-bicomodule M is defined as the C -wS x
bicomodule
M [ C I M I C .S S wS x C C wS x
Let C be a topological k-coalgebra. If 0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0 is an exact
Ž .sequence of complete topological k-spaces, which is continuously k-split,
then
Ä Ä Ä0 “ X m C “ Y m C “ Z m C “ 0 )Ž .
is exact and splits.
However, if the short exact sequence doesn't split, it is no longer true, in
ÄŽ .general, that ) is exact, as for example, the topology of Z m C may not
be the quotient topology. This fact, that may be disturbing as k-split
sequences are not so frequent, can be avoided if the spaces considered
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verify some conditions, for example:
w xPROPOSITION 5.2 11, Proposition 4.2 .
ba
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0
be an exact sequence of topological spaces and morphisms. Then
Ã Ã Ã0 “ X m F “ Y m F “ Z m F “ 0
p p p
is also an exact sequence in the category, pro¤ided that one of the following
conditions holds:
Ž .1 F and Y are both Frechet spaces and F or X is nuclear.Â
Ž .2 F and Y are both DF-spaces and F or Y is nuclear.
Although some of the results we shall obtain do not require an addi-
tional hypothesis, as the short exact sequences considered will be k-split,
we are especially interested in coalgebras and comodules which are FrechetÂ
C-spaces, and coalgebras which are also nuclear spaces.
Ž .Also, from now on taking into account Proposition 5.2 the algebra A
will be a nuclear DF space, and the topological A-modules considered will
Ž .also be DF spaces. S ; Z A will be a countable multiplicatively closed
subset of A.
Ž p. Ž .Noticing that A is a direct limit of spaces A s A p g S , if S isS
countable, then A is DF and nuclear, as it is a countable direct limit ofS
Ž .such spaces, so, it is also C-flat see Proposition 5.2 .
Remark. In the case of algebras, the countability of S is necessary to
assure that A is DF and also that it is nuclear, in contrast with the caseS
of coalgebras, where we only need it to obtain that C is Frechet, becauseÂwS x
arbitrary projective limits of nuclear spaces are nuclear.
Ž .Considering S ; Z C9 , S countable and multiplicatively closed, then
ŽC is Frechet as it is a projective limit of a countable system of FrechetÂ ÂwS x
.spaces and nuclear, so, it is also C-flat in the category considered.
LEMMA 5.3. If
0 “ M “ N “ T “ 0
e U Ž .eis a k-split exact sequence of C -comodules, then Hoch y, C gi¤es a longC
exact sequence
0 “ M I eC “ N I eC “ T I eC “ Hoch1 M , C “ Hoch1 N , CŽ . Ž .C C C
“ Hoch1 T , C “ ??? .Ž .
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Proof. Considering relative injective C e-resolutions I# and J# of M
and T , respectively, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and
first and third columns
? ? ?? ? ?6 6 6
f0
6 6 6 6
0 I I [ J J 01 1 1 16 6 6
e h0 0
6 6 6 6
0 I I [ J J 00 0 0 06 6 6
6 6 6 6
0 M N T 06 6 6
0 0 0
Ž .which may be completed continuously in the middle. We do not repro-
duce the details of the step by step algebraic construction, where each map
of this construction turns out to be continuous, even when one modifies
the splittings of the initial short exact sequence.
 4  4We also remark that, denoting by s and t the contractingi iG 0 i iG 0
homotopies of the resolutions of M and T , respectively, as s e qn n
Ž .e s s Id and t y q h t s Id , it follows by chasing thatnq1 nq1 I n n nq1 nq1 Jn n
 4we can construct a family g satisfying that g f q f g s Id .i iG 0 n n nq1 nq1 I [ Jn n
Remark. As the category of topological vector spaces is additive, it
follows that for any pair of objects E and F their direct sum E [ F and
Ž .the product E = F agree as topological vector spaces , this fact assures
the continuity of the maps f and g of the above construction.n n
LEMMA 5.4. Let M be a C -bicomodule which is a Frechet C-space.ÂwS x
Then
M I eC ( M I e C .C C wS xw S x
Proof. Consider the exact diagram
Ã Ã Ãe6 6 6
e0 M I C M m C M m C m CC p p p6 6 6
eidmp idmp mpC C C
Ã Ãe6 6 6
e0 M I C M m C M m C m CC w S x w S x wS x wS x w S xp p
where the left vertical arrow is induced by the commutativity of the
diagram.
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Ž .To see that this map is an isomorphism and obtain it explicitly consider
M I eC ( M I e C e I eC ( M I e C e I eCŽ .Ž .C C wS x C C wS x Cw S x w S x
( M I e C I CI C ( M I e C ,Ž .C wS x C C wS x C wS xw S x w S x
Žei.e., the inverse of the morphism of the diagram is id I id m e mM C C Cw S x w S x w S x
.e ( r I id . The first three isomorphisms being canonical, the resultC M C C
holds not only for the projective topology used on the tensor product and
Frechet spaces, but for any class of spaces and any topology on their tensorÂ
product such that Lemma 4.8 is verified.
Under our hypothesis, we know that C and C are C-coflat as C-topo-wS x
logical comodules. As a C-comodule, C does not need to be coflat.wS x
However, there are certain conditions which assure that coflatness
holds.
v The first one is the Mittag]Leffler condition. We have a countable
collection of objects C Ž j. s C. For each k g N, there exists j G k such
that the image C Ž i. “ C Žk . equals the image of C Ž j. “ C Žk ., for all i G j.
v The second one is a topological condition. If the Mittag]Leffler
condition holds, and given short exact sequences of comodules
f gn n
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0n n n
with f , g compatible with the morphisms in the projective systemsn n
Ž . Ž . Ž .X , a , Y , b , Z , g and the topologies on X and Z aren nm n nm n nm n n
respectively the induced and the quotient one, then algebraically
f g
0 “ lim X “ lim Y “ lim Z “ 0n n n⁄ ⁄ ⁄
is exact, but the topology of lim Z may not be the one in lim Y rlim⁄ n ⁄ n ⁄
Ž .X which is in general finer .n
In order to study when their topologies are coincident, let us consider
Žthe following situation from now on, all topological vector spaces will be
.Frechet .Â
Denote
X [ lim X , X [ X , G [ Coker X “dX X ,Ž .Łn n X⁄ ngN
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . .where d x , x , . . . s x y a x , x y a x , . . . and similar forX 0 1 0 0, 1 1 1 1, 2 2
Y and Z.
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Then, the following commutative diagram has exact rows and columns,
and the maps are continuous:
0 0 0
6 6 6
f g6 6 6
0 X Y Z
6 6 6
P f P gn n6 6 6 60 X Y Z 0
6 6 6
d d dX Y Z
P f P gn n6 6 6 60 X Y Z 0
6 6 6
p p pX Y Z
f g6 6 6




The Snake Lemma gives an exact sequence:
f g f g›
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ G “ G “ G “ 0.X Y Z
So, what we need is having › s 0, which clearly holds, for example, if d isX
Ž .an epimorphism meaning of course that the topology is the quotient one .
However, even if this is the unique possibility when the Y are Banachn
w xspaces 2 , we shall see in the examples of the last section that coflatness
holds in some cases where d is not surjective.X
Ž .We finish this section by a lemma analogue to Lemma 5.3 which will
Ž .be used in order to study the behaviour of topological Hochschild
homology with respect to localization of topological algebras.
Considering the homology theory related to the tensor product functor
ym A, we define the relative Tor#A in a dual way to Definition 3.8. WeA e
have:
Ž w xLEMMA 5.5 Analogue to Proposition 2.1 of 11 , but with a different
.definition of tensor product .
0 “ M “ N “ T “ 0
is an exact sequence of Ae-modules which is k-split, then the relati¤e Tor#Ae < k
gi¤es a long exact sequence
??? “ Tor Ae < k A , M “ Tor Ae < k A , N “ Tor Ac < k A , T “Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1
“ M m A “ N m A “ T m A “ 0.e e eA A A
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Proof. Considering relative projective resolutions P# and Q# of M
and T , respectively, we have a commutative diagram with exact arrows and
exact first and third columns,
? ? ?? ? ?
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 P P [ Q Q 00 0 0 0
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 P P [ Q Q 00 0 0 0
6 6 66 6 6 6
0 M N T 0
6 6 6
0 0 0
Žwhich can be completed in the middle column with the same techniques
.as Lemma 5.3 in order to give a k-split relative projective resolution of N,
and an exact diagram. Once this construction is achieved, the rest of the
proof follows as in the algebraic case.
6. LOCALIZATION AND Hoch* FUNCTOR
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let C be a topological coalgebra, M a C-bicomodule,
Ž .and S a multiplicati¤e subset of Z C9 . If C is C-coflat, then there is awS x
natural transformation
f#M
Hoch* M , C “ Hoch* M , CŽ .Ž . SS S wS x S
which is the identity in degree zero.
Remark. In this proposition and the next theorem by coflatness we
Ž .mean absolute coflatness i.e., not only k-relative coflatness .
Proof. Given a C-bicomodule M, we define a map between the stan-
Ž . Ž .dard complexes computing Hoch* M , C and Hoch* M, C , naturalS S wS x S S
in M. With the same notations of the previous section, recall that M sS S
Z I M I Z .S Z Z S
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6 6 6Ä Ä ÄŽ . Ž .M M m C M m C m C ???S S S S S S6 6
M M Mf f f0 1 2
6 6 6Ä Ä ÄM M m C M m C m C ??? .S S S S wS x S S wS x wS x
The maps f M are defined by restriction of the mapsn
Ä ÄM mn mnÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä ÄF : Z m M m Z m C “ Z m M m C m ZŽ .n S S wS x S S
x m m m y m z m ??? m z ‹ x m m m p z m ??? m p z m y ,Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n
Ž .where x, y g Z , m g M, z g C k s 1, . . . , n and p : C “ C is theS k wS x
Ž Mcoalgebra map of the universal property of C we obtain F bywS x n
.extending the above formula by linearity and continuity .
Ž M . MWe have to check that the restriction called f # of F # to
Ä Ämn mnÄ ÄŽ .Z I M I Z m C has Z I M m C I Z as a target, but thisS Z Z S wS x S Z Z S
Ä Ämn mn MÄ ÄŽ . Ž .is clear as Z I M m C I Z ( Z I M I Z m C and FS Z Z S S Z Z S nÄmnis nothing but tensoring p with the identity of Z I M I Z . Next weS Z Z S
shall see that f M# is a morphism of complexes.
ÄUmÄThe differential of the complex M m C is given byS S wS x
d x m m m y m z m ??? m zŽ .1 n
nq1
ks y1 d x m m m y m z m ??? m z ,Ž . Ž .Ý k 1 n
ks0
where d s rq m id , for 0 - i F n d s id m D , d sÄ0 M ŽC .mn i M i nq1S S w S x S S
Ž y . q ys ( r m id , r and r denote as usual right and leftÄnq1, n, . . . , 2, 1 M ŽC .mS S w S x n
C-comodule structure maps of M and we extend d by continuity. The
ÄmŽ .differential on Z I M m C * I Z is the one induced by the differ-S Z Z SÄm Mential on M m C *. It is clear that the d 's commute with f # fori
Ž0 - i F n because p is a coalgebra map. We will now consider d the0
.argument for d is analogous ,nq1
f Md s f M ( rqm id .Ž .n 0 n ZS
On the other side,
M q Ämny1d f s s id I r I id m id .Ž .0 ny1 Z Z Z Z CS S
This completes the proof of the existence of a natural transformation.
Ž .As C is C-coflat, the homology of the first row is Hoch* M, C . ThewS x S S
morphism f#M clearly induces the identity in degree zero.
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THEOREM 6.2. Let C be a Frechet nuclear coalgebra, S a multiplicati¤eÂ
Ž . Žsubset of Z C9 , and M a Frechet nuclear C -bicomodule hence a C-bico-Â wS x
.module . If C is C-coflat, then the natural transformation of Proposition 6.1wS x
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let us consider the C-split short exact sequence of C -bico-wS x
modules
rM eÃ0 “ M “ M m C “ K “ 0,wS x
where K is the cokernel of the structure map of M.
Then, looking at it first as a sequence of C -bicomodules and after-wS x
wards as a sequence of C-bicomodules we have two long exact sequences
Ž .Lemma 5.3 related by the natural transformation of the above proposi-
Ž Ž . Ž .tion notice that for a C -bicomodule M, Hoch* M, C s Hoch* M, Cw S x S S
.because the standad complexes are coincident ,
ny 1 Ã e ny1 n n Ã eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .??? “ Hoch M m C , C “ Hoch K , C “ Hoch M , C “ Hoch M m C , C “ ???w S x w S x
f › f › f › f ›
ny 1 e ny1 n n eÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .??? “ Hoch M m C , C “ Hoch K , C “ Hoch M , C “ Hoch M m C , C “ ??? .w S x w S x w S x w S x w S x w S x
Ã e e Ã eŽ .As M m C is C -relative injective, then Hoch* M m C , C s 0 forwS x wS x w S x w S x
Ã eŽ .) / 0. If we show that the groups Hoch* M m C , C are also zero forwS x
) / 0 then the theorem follows inductively as the case ) s 0 is already
proved in general in the above proposition.
Ã eŽ .To see that Hoch* M m C , C s 0 for ) / 0 it si enough to show thatwS x
Ã e e Ž .M m C is C -coflat implying then C-relative coflatness in the categorywS x
of Frechet C-bicomodules.Â
Ž .By associativity of the cotensor product Proposition 3.6 , the functor
Ã e ÃŽ . Ž .eyM m C I ( M m C I y I C is the composition of C IwS x C wS x C C wS x wS x C
Ãy I C and M my. Considering an exact sequence of Frechet C-bi-ÂC wS x
e Žemodules and applying C I -we obtain an exact sequence not necessar-w S x C
Ã.ily C-split of Frechet C-vector spaces. Then the exactness of M myÂ
follows from nuclearity of M and Proposition 5.2.
Ž .Remark. For a DF A -bimodule M, M m A s M m A , thee eS SA AS
isomorphism is given by m m a‹ m m 1ra, with inverse m m ars
‹ m 1rs m a. These isomorphisms are in fact homeomorphisms in theŽ .
w x Ž . Ž .category 11 . So, H A, M s H A , M . Also, with M as before, we0 0 S
have the following short C-split exact sequence of A -bimodulesS
e Ã0 “ K “ A m M “ M “ 0.S
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Then, it is also a sequence of A-bimodules. To there are two long exact
Ž .sequences with commuting squares :
e ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 “H A , M “H A , K “H A , A m M “H A , M “01 S 0 S 0 S S 0 S6
e eÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .??? “H A, A m M “ H A, M “ H A, K “ H A, A m M “ H A, M “0,1 S 1 0 0 S 0
e Ãwhere in the first row we made use of the fact that, A m M beingS
e e ÃŽ . Ž .A - relatively free, H A , A m M s 0.S 1 S S
e Ã e e ÃŽIf A is A-flat, as M is C-flat then A m M is A -flat, so H A, A mS S 1 S
. Ž . Ž .M s 0 and H A, M s H A , M . By induction and applying the same1 1 S
Ž . Ž .arguments, H A, M s H A , M for i G 0.i i S
Ž .Remarks. 1 The flatness condition on A with respect to A is theS
w xsame condition imposed by 12, Definition 1.2 .
Ž . Ž U . Ž w x.2 Since A 9 s A see 10 , when C s A*, Theorem 6.2 can bew S x S
considered as the dual of the well-known results stating that Hochschild
homology of commutative algebras localizes.
7. APPLICATIONS
 4Let e g C9 be an idempotent and S s 1, e . For a C-comodule M,
Ž .M s Ker Id y .e : M “ M is a direct summand of M. In this case, CS wS x
is C-coflat. One of the possible ways to see this is the following.
Given an exact sequence of C-comodules
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “ 0




0 “ X “ Y “ ZS S S
x x x
i p
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “0
x f x f x fX Y Z
i p
0 “ X “ Y “ Z “0
x x x




where f s id y .e and analogously for Y and Z. By the Snake lemma,X X
the sequence of Kernels can be glued with the sequence of Cokernels, as a
consequence, p is surjective if and only if i is a monomorphism. This isS
Ž . Ž .the case, because if i x s 0 then i x s y q y.e for some y g Y, and then
x.e s 0, so x s x q x.e, or equivalently x s 0.
‘Ž .An example of this type is C s C G , the coalgebra of infinitely
derivable functions on a compact Lie group G, and e g C9 the unique
Ž .invariant measure such that e G s 1. In this case, e m e is an invariant
measure on the group G = G, and a Fubini argument together with the
Ž .Ž . Ž .invariance of the measure shows that e m e D f s H f x. y dx dyG=G
Ž . Ž .equals H f x dx s e f , i.e., e is an idempontent of the algebra C9.G
 4Localizing with respect to S s 1, e one obtains C s C. If C is awS x
‘Ž .compact smooth manifold with a smooth left action of G, then M s C X
‘Ž .  ‘Ž . 4 is a right C G comodule, M s f g C X rf.e s f s f gS
‘Ž . Ž . Ž . 4 Ž .C X rf x s H f g. x dg , i.e., f x depends only on the orbit of x, soG
‘Ž .GM s C X .S
Applying then Theorem 6.2, we obtain
C if ) s 0‘Hoch* C G s Hoch* C sŽ . Ž .Ž . w xS ½ 0 if ) / 0.
A different version of this kind of example or G s S1 is obtained by
Ž . Ž . Ž i t. Ž . Ž . i t Ž i t.1 1replacing e f s 1r2p i H f e dt by C f s 1r2p i H e f e dt.S S
 Ž .2 4 Ž .The set S s 1, C., C. , . . . is a multiplicatively closed subset of Z C9
and as the action of C is the projection over the subspace generated by
the function ei x, the Mittag]Leffler conditions are satisfied.
Ž .Let X be a smooth manifold and C s D X the distributions on X. It
‘Ž .is a topological coalgebra as it is C X 9. Let U be an open subset of X
Ž ‘Ž .  Ž . 4.which is a cozero set i.e., ’ f g C X such that U s x g Xrf x / 0
 ‘Ž . Ž . 4 ‘Ž . ‘Ž .and S s g g C X rg x / 0 ; x g 0 . Then S : C X s C X 0U U
Ž . Ž . Ž .s D X 9 is a multiplicatively closed subset of D X 9. Then D X swS xU
Ž .Ž g . ‘Ž . Ž g . Ž ‘Ž .Ž g .. ‘Ž . Ž .lim D X s lim C X 9 s lim C X 9 s C U 9 s D U⁄ ⁄ “
S S SU U U
where the third equality is just an equality of C-vector spaces, and the
Ž . Ž .natural map D U “ D X is continuous.wS xU
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